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S1. Supplement 3
S1.1 PMF Solution Diagnostics 4
Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) is a positivity-constrained, receptor-only, least-5 squares regression algorithm used to deconvolve the matrix containing run-average (2-5 min) 6 high-resolution organic mass spectra versus time into a chosen number of spectrally-static 7 organic 'factors' whose contributions to total organic mass vary over time (Paatero 1997; Paatero 8 & Tapper 1994) . Spectral factors returned by PMF may be analyzed with meteorological data or 9 anthropogenic inorganic tracers and compared to 'typical' spectra from various sources and/or 10 degrees of processing to examine local chemistry (see main text); Ulbrich and coworkers have 11 compiled an online database of AMS spectra spanning a broad range of sources, species, and 12 sampling conditions (Ulbrich et al. 2009 ). Error and HR data matrix preparations followed 13 The selection of number of PMF factors is based on factors' spectral and timeline 16 dissimilarities ( Figure S1 (b)), comparison to 'established' factor types, and correlation with 17 tracers (such as anthropogenic inorganic species concentrations) as is explored in the main text 18 (Zhang et al. 2011; Ulbrich et al. 2012) ; factor number choice may be supported using Q (a 19 parameter describing residuals) and other statistics. Q is defined as (Paatero et al. 2002) : 20
where e is residual not fit by the algorithm and σ is the estimated error over all rows (i, MS 21 fragments) and columns (j, time) of the data and corresponding error matrices. For the Rocky 22
Mountain study, a three-factor solution is supported by a large (36%) reduction in Q between 23 two-and three-factor solutions, indicating that the three-factor solution describes considerably 24 more of the variability in the dataset, but diminishing reduction (≤ 21%) in Q when 4 or more 25 factors are chosen ( Figure S1 The down-weighting factor for weak fragments was subsequently reduced to 1.2, resulting in 7 Q/Q exp = 0.1 for a three-factor solution. The Q/Q exp improvement is minimal and the ensuing 8 factors are nearly identical to those presented in Chapter 3, so the original analysis (down-weight 9 factor of 2) was used. Although the source of the error overestimation was not determined, 10 residual mass between measured values and the PMF reconstruction is low and fairly constant 11 over time (Figure S1(f) and (g) For each particle size, the chopper transmission time can be compared to total particle flight time 21
to determine chopper-broadening error. The particle PToF flight time can be calculated via: 22
where p 0 = velocity of the gas after the aerodynamic lens, p 1 = D*(nm) coefficient, p 2 = b 1 coefficient, p 3 = velocity of the gas in the aerodynamic lens (determined during the size 2 calibration). For example, using size calibration values for the study presented herein, a 300 nm-3 particle flight time of 0.003136 seconds yields an error of 0.000034 s/0.003136 s = 0.011 or 4 1.1%. 5
Chopper broadening error is exacerbated by error in PSL or DMA-selected ammonium nitrate 6 used for sizing (error about the size calibration curve); since these errors have different units, 7
each is calculated as a percentage of diameter at each given size and compounded via: where e is the % error for each relevant process. Polystyrene latex spheres (PSL, Duke Scientific 10 Corp.) are used for size calibration points at 70, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 700 nm, and have 11 precisions of 1.5-9 nm, depending on size. For example, 300nm PSL particles have a diameter 12 standard deviation of 5 nm or 0.0167 (1.7%) of particle size. Compounding chopper broadening 13 and calibration errors yields a total 2.7% error in size determination for 300 nm particles during 14 this study; these calculations were iterated at the diameters listed above for each field experiment. 
